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Kiss Karlsson's Neck
Karin Brunk Holmqvist

They are an odd bunch, those who live along Cuckoo Road outside Vitaby in Österlen,

Sweden. Actually, that’s not the real name of the road, but it’s an adequate one if you

ask the sisters Blenda and Johanna Nilsdotter, who have lived h...

SEE BOOK

Scantily Clad in the Compression Chamber
Karin Brunk Holmqvist

The little house in Ljunglyckorna, Österlen ts Agnes and Adolf perfectly. The retirees

never enjoyed their time in the at in town and they have moved to the countryside

again. Agnes can’t wait to get her ngers dirty in the garden a...

SEE BOOK

Born Wise
Lena Dyhrberg

For generations, it has been the common perception that children are inarticulate little

creatures who, like empty shells, must be lled with knowledge and

experiences.However, according to family health nurse Lena Dyhrberg, this is not at...

SEE BOOK
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The Parental Bond: Understanding the Art of
Attachment
Mette Carendi

In The Parental Bond, Mette Carendi examines how con icts in parenthood can be

handled in a way that creates attachment and security.It is a life-changing experience to

become a parent. When con icts occur, many parents – regardless of ...

SEE BOOK

The Gift in the Gut
Gina Asbjerg

Gina Asbjerg's book, The Gift in the Gut, is her attempt to give people a chance to

become masters of their own lives once and for all. We all have issues from our

childhood which we have subconsciously stored away in our stomach, because w...

SEE BOOK

Become a Viking Mom
Mette Dahm / Mette Wismann

A concrete and honest guide to not only surviving life with children, but rather how to

create a happy family life with more energy and stronger ties.What the reader gets:1. A

hands-on 5-step parenting guide, giving simple and powerful tool...

SEE BOOK
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